FOCUSED SERVICE & SUITES COLLECTION | For Hilton guests who expect a quality sleep experience

Enchant
by Hilton
2-sided | Open coil | Plush

The Enchant by Hilton features the durable,
legendary support of Sealy Posturepedic, but
in a two-sided design that allows for flipping.
MATTRESS SPECIFICATIONS
Fabric

Gel-infused foams in all layers to promote
cool, restful sleep and to enhance durability
by filling in air pockets

Quilt / Surface
Comfort Layers
CoreSupport Center

CoreSupport Center for added support
where it’s needed most
PostureTech Coil — twice-tempered for
height retention and to keep its shape
Pre-compressed foams to resist
impressions
Foam-encased edge to support sitting
and sleeping
No-skid foundation top for easy
housekeeping
Sturdy handles for easy lifting

Innerspring
(queen)

Support System
Handles
Foundation
Drop Measurements
(height)
Dimensions

Warranty

Prolux — Antimicrobial, Water-resistant Knit Fabric
2" Super-soft Gel Poly Foam
	
1" Medium Gel Poly Foam
1/2" Gel Poly Foam
Twice-tempered PostureTech Coil
Coil Density: 696
Coil Count: 594
2 ½" High-performance Foam-encased Edge
Yes
Sealy Posturepedic Hospitality-grade Foundation
Mattress: 12"
Foundation: 7" standard; 5 1/2" available
Full XL: 52 3/4" x 79"
Queen: 59 3/4" x 79"
King: 75 3/4" x 79"
Contract King: 71 3/4" x 79"
10 Years

Per Tempur Sealy's warranty guidelines, mattress sizes may vary up to 1/2" from listed dimensions.
All products are FR compliant 16 CFR parts 1632 and 1633.

Enchant by Hilton

Rich-feeling, antimicrobial,
water-resistant Prolux knit fabric
for comfortable, long-term
protection of the mattress.

Lightweight open coil unit
for easy lifting and responsive
head-to-toe support.

Twice-tempered coil
to provide comfort, support and
durability, with ~98% height retention.
What matters most isn’t coil count but
coil design, and we’ve perfected ours.

No-skid foundation top
to keep mattress in place
while changing linens.

Hospitality-grade foundation
with solid wood construction for a stable
feel and durability in hotel environments.

To learn more about this and other mattresses in Sealy Posturepedic’s exclusive
Hilton Collection, call 866.252.6471 or visit tempursealyhospitality.com/hilton

The two-sided design of the Enchant by Hilton makes it flippable
for rave-worthy sleep and long-lasting Sealy Posturepedic® support,
designed especially for Hilton guests.

Cushioning, high-density foams,
all pre-compressed and infused with gel to
promote cool, restful sleep and enhance
durability by filling in air pockets.

Extra foam in the center third
to add support and minimize body impressions
where guest weight is concentrated.

Two handles on each long side
for years of easy lifting.

Foam-encased edge
for a fully supportive feel and to ensure
that the bed keeps its shape over time.

Two-sided design
that incorporates the same layers of foam
and fabric on each side of the mattress, for
equal comfort no matter how you flip it.

